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1.
Introduction
The variety of Zapotec (Zaniza Zapotec, abbreviated ZZ) described in this paper is
spoken in the town of Santa María Zaniza, Sola de Vega, Oaxaca. ZZ belongs, together
with better known Texmelucan Zapotec (= TZ), to the Papabuco sub-branch of Zapotec.
Unlike some Valley and Northern varieties of Zapotec, in which written documents were
produced since the sixteenth and seventeenth century, respectively, none of the Papabuco
languages is known to have been written before the end of the nineteenth century or the
beginning of the twentieth. The earliest sources (Peñafiel n.d. and Belmar 1901)
document the last of the known varieties of Papabuco, Elotepec Zapotec. Given the lack
of early records in the Papabuco languages, the information about their earlier historical
stages and the chronological order of their sound changes has to be derived from
comparative reconstruction and Spanish borrowings.
The shape of the earliest loanwords shows that Spanish vocabulary began to be
borrowed by the varieties of Papabuco since the time of the earliest contact at the
beginning of the sixteenth century; the borrowing has continued to be active to this day.
Vocabulary borrowed at different historical epochs belongs to different semantic spheres
and shows an increasing degree of tolerance towards Spanish grammar and phonemics.
Thus, while the earliest borrowings are adjusted to the phonologies of the respective
languages, restricted for the most part to the sphere of religion, calendar, government and
economy, and do not include categories interfering with native grammatical structure
(i.e., verbs and prepositions), more recent loans include unadapted elements of Spanish
phonology (such as the phoneme /f/, consonant clusters and polysyllabic words), and
display greater semantic and grammatical variety.
One of the most important features of Spanish loans that allows their stratification
in the recipient languages has to do with changes undergone by the phonological system
of Mexican Spanish since the time of the earliest contact. Of these, the ones that left
traces in the phonology of ZZ (and Zapotec in general) are the merger of apico-alveolar
// (orthographically s, ss) with /s/ (orthographically c, ç, z), the backing of //
(orthographically x, j, g/_e, i) to /x/, and the gliding of // (orthographically ll) > /j/.2 The
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presence of these diagnostic sounds in loanwords allows their division in ZZ into up to
three chronological layers. An additional basis for the chronological division of Spanish
loans is provided by the specifics of their adaptation to ZZ phonology; both kinds of
sound correspondences are diagnostic from the viewpoint of the relative chronology of
borrowing. Some of the most important sound correspondences that may be used in
stratifying Spanish loanwords in ZZ are presented in table (1).
(1) Diagnostic sound correspondences between Spanish and ZZ
Spanish phoneme
// / _

Period 1 ZZ Period 2 ZZ Period 3 ZZ
correspondence correspondence correspondence
zh //
-gj /h/

// elsewhere

x //

j /h/

/s/ / _

z

s

// / _

zh //

s

// elsewhere

x //

s

//

ly //

y

The stratification of loanwords that contain diagnostic sounds can be used to
determine the relative chronology of native post-sixteenth century sound changes. This,
in its turn, furnishes additional cues for the chronological stratification of the borrowed
vocabulary. The treatment of the earliest loans also allows us to determine the phonemic
shape of the borrowing language (in this case, ZZ) at the time of contact. However, it
must be stressed that the sound correspondences in table (1) point to a relative rather than
absolute chronology of borrowing, and that the time limits of any two diagnostic sound
changes may not coincide, which naturally affects the temporal assignment of the
borrowed items. For example, the treatment of ñ in Sp compañero ‘companion’ > ZZ
kumyer assigns this borrowing to the earliest period from the viewpoint of the treatment
of ñ (> y), but to a later period from the viewpoint of that of k before o, u in atonic
syllables (cf. 2.5 and 2.8).
In the remainder of this paper I will examine the borrowing pattern of a selected
number of Spanish consonants whose treatment in the earlier stratum of loans is
indicative of the elements that were present in sixteenth-century ZZ but have since been
modified. Early loans are identified on the basis of the diagnostic sound correspondences
cited in table (1) as well as on language-internal evidence.3 On the basis of the
observations that follow, I will try to reconstruct the consonant inventory of ZZ at the
time of first contact with Spanish. For the historical reconstruction of Proto-Zapotec (=
PZ) phonology I will refer to Benton (1988) (abbreviated JB) and Kaufman (1994)
(abbreviated TK); the reconstructed forms are cited from the latter source. TZ data are
from Speck (1978). ZZ forms are cited in a practical orthography (see (2)), and the rest in
the orthography of the original publications.
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2.
The data
The present-day ZZ consonant system is as shown in (2). Throughout the paper, I will use
a practical orthography in citing ZZ forms; the phonemic value of the practical
orthography signs, when not obvious, is indicated below.
(2) ZZ consonants
Labial Alveolar
p
t
b
d

Postalv

Retroflex

Fricatives

(f)4

x //
zh //

tx //
dx //

Nasals
Liquids
Glides

m

Stops
Affricates

s
z
n
l, r

w

Palatal Velar Glottal
k, kw
g, gw
ty /t/
dy /d/
j, jw /h, hw/
ny //
ly //
y

In the vowel system, a distinction is made between plain, checked and (plain)
nasalized vowels (see (3)). ã and  occur in native words and old borrowings; õ, , 
occur in recent Spanish loans.
(3) ZZ vowels
i/i’/
e/e’/()

u/u’/()
o/o’/(õ)
a/a’/ã

2.1. ZZ tx //
Although in present-day ZZ this is a fricative, the combined evidence of comparative
reconstruction and loanword phonology points to its affricate character (= /t/) at the time
of the earliest contact. The PZ correspondence of ZZ tx is reconstructed as a geminate
affricate by both JB and TK, cf.:
(4) *ttz (TK) ~ *cch (JB) > ZZ tx, as in *ok+ tzepE ‘to frighten’ > ZZ txib
The affricate value is preserved in TZ, as shown in (5):
(5) ZZ watx = TZ wà ‘dry’
The post-contact age of the shift /t/ > // is also assured by the treatment of Sp /t/ in the
earliest loanwords, in which it was borrowed as an affricate that later fricativized along
with the reflexes of PZ *ttz (*cch):
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(6) Sp chivo ‘goat’, cuchi ‘pig’ > ZZ txib, kutx
Deaffrication of /t/ is no longer operative in ZZ. In recent borrowings, Sp /t/ is
borrowed without modification, cf.:
(7) Sp lechuga ‘lettuce’ > ZZ letyug
All this leads us to reconstruct the sixteenth-century affricate value /t/ for the presentday ZZ fricative tx //.
2.2. ZZ ty /t/
PZ correspondence of this phoneme is reconstructed as a geminate stop *tty:
(8) *tty > ZZ ty, as in *k-tyoppa ‘two’ > ZZ tyup
TZ reflex of *tty is a stop (cf. kyùp ‘two’), and the evidence of early loanwords indicates
that at the time of early contact with Spanish ZZ ty was likewise a stop. This is shown by
the fact that in the early borrowings ZZ ty is never used to render Sp /t/. Instead, it is
used to render Sp /tj/ and /t/ before front vowels, which means that these were close
enough to the state of this phoneme in sixteenth-century ZZ. Sometime later, ty
developed into an affricate both in native and in borrowed vocabulary, as shown in (9):
(9a) Sp t/_e, i:
(9b) Sp tj:

tinta ‘ink’, machete > ZZ tyin, marity, where ty is /t/
tienda ‘shop’ > ZZ tyen /t/, where ty is /t/

In more recent borrowings, Sp /tj/ and /t/ before front vowels are borrowed without
modifications:
(10a) Sp Eutiquio, Mateo > ZZ tik, tew
(10b) Sp tiempo ‘time’ > ZZ tyem, where ty is /tj/
The evidence in 2.2 suggests a stop value, possibly /tj/, for sixteenth-century ZZ ty.
2.3. ZZ dy /d/
ZZ dy, the non-initial lenis counterpart of ty, likewise had a stop value in the sixteenth
century. PZ correspondence of this phoneme is reconstructed as an alveolar stop *ty:
(11) *ty > ZZ dy, as in *ni:tyi7 ‘mother’s milk’ > ZZ nidy
TZ preserves the stop character of *ty (cf. nìgy ‘milk’). The stop value of dy in 16th-c. ZZ
follows from its being used to render Spanish /dj/ and /d/ before /i/, cf.:
(12a) Sp dj:
(12b) Sp d/_i:

dios ‘god’ > ZZ dyuzh
sandía ‘watermelon’ > ZZ xindyi
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Sometime after the sixteenth century, dy became an affricate in native and borrowed
vocabulary. It is interesting to note that PZ *k before etymological front vowels gave the
same result as *ty when, after its palatalization, *k found itself before a back vowel (see
(13)).5 The fronting of palatalized velars in the context of back vowels seems to be a
general characteristic of Papabuco. For example, palatalized velars in TZ (which are
distinct phonemes in that language) are fronted before round vowels (Speck 1978: 21-22).
(13a) *ty > ZZ dy, as in *ni:tyi7 ‘mother’s milk’ > ZZ nidy (cf. TZ nìgy)
(13b) *k/_e, i > ZZ dy, as in *kesa ‘corn plant’ > ZZ dyaz (cf. TZ gyèz)
2.4. ZZ j /h/ and jw /hw/
ZZ j and jw are confined to medial position. j is the result of PZ intervocalic geminate
*kk except before *u(7) (14a), and jw, which is found in three native words, is the
monophonemic reduction of the rare final syllable *-kku(7) (14b).
(14a) *akka ‘to be possible’ > ZZ aj
(14b) *p+ e7kku7 ‘dog’ > ZZ bejw6
The earliest treatment of Sp intervocalic /k/ and the final syllable /ko/ shows that the
Spanish velar was at first identified with native lenis stop:
(15a) Sp vaca ‘cow’ > ZZ bag
(15b) Sp banco ‘bench’ > ZZ bãw7
In a chronologically later layer of loans, Sp intervocalic /k/, sometimes preceded by a /s/,
began to be rendered by the fortis velar stop and hence treated parallel to the reflexes of
medial *kk (16a-b). Spanish final syllable -sco at this later stage was, in its turn, treated
parallel to *-kku(7), i.e. reduced to monophonemic jw (16c).
(16a) Sp Lucas > ZZ lyuj
(16b) Sp Francisca > ZZ sij
(16c) Sp Francisco > ZZ sijw
(16d) Sp loco ‘crazy’ > ZZ loj
The loanword loco has been supplied above (in (16d)) for the evidence it provides for the
relatively late date of the weakening of *kk and *-kku(7) to j and jw, respectively. This
5
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loan lacks the expected features of early borrowings (o > u; l > ly/_o, u; -co > jw),
which places it at a later period in comparison with Lucas (where l > ly/_u) and
Francisco (where -sco > -jw). The fact that the final syllable of loco does not develop
into jw means that the -o > -w rule has already been replaced by the later rule that
requires final vowels to be dropped. However, the fact that /k/ has developed to j means
that the fricativization of fortis medial k was still operative in ZZ at the time it was
borrowed, i.e. fairly recently. In contrast to the earlier pattern, present-day Sp -/k/- is
borrowed without modifications:
(17) Sp banco ‘bank’ > ZZ banka
The loanword evidence discussed in this section indicates that at the time of the earliest
borrowings PZ intervocalic *kk was still a fortis velar stop, and *-kku(7) a bi-phonemic
sequence. This means that the plain and labialized glottal fricatives were not yet present
in the phonemic system. Moreover, as a consequence of their multiple reflexation (as g, j,
k and w, jw, j, k, respectively), it is possible to divide Spanish loanwords that contain
intervocalic /k/ and the final syllable /ko/ into several chronological strata.
2.5. *k/_o, u in unstressed syllables
Early adaptation of Spanish words in -co discussed in the preceding section is part of a
more general process whereby *k is deleted in unstressed syllables when followed by
round vowels:
(18a) Pretonic:
(18b) Posttonic:

PZ *ko- (marker of the Completive aspect, a proclitic) > ZZ u or w
PZ *ke:7ku ‘river’ (stressed on the initial syllable) > Z dyaw

The post-conquest date of this change is assured by the treatment of post-tonic /ko/, /go/
in early borrowings:
(19a) Sp banco ‘bench’ > ZZ bãw
(19b) Sp trigo ‘wheat’ > ZZ triw
Unfortunately, examples of pretonic /ko/, /go/ are lacking since in the earliest stratum of
loans pretonic syllables (or at least vowels) were often dropped (cf. Tomás, camisa
‘shirt’, escaño ‘bench with a back’ > mazh, mizh, xkay). The reduction of the lenis velar
before o, u ceased to be operative early enough, as is apparent from the adaptation of
compañero (20): although this loanword shows the early change Sp ñ > ZZ y, the velar is
preserved.
(20) Sp compañero ‘companion’ > Z kumyer
2.6. ZZ kw /kw/ and gw /gw/
ZZ kw, which occurs only initially, corresponds to PZ cluster *kp:
(21) *kpela ‘cornhusk’ > Z kwal
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As mentioned in 2.5, in the earliest loans pretonic vowels (in some cases, the entire
syllables) were dropped, cf.:
(22) escaño ‘bench with a back’ > xkay
The treatment of Sp caballo in (23) shows that the initial sequence /kb/, which resulted
from the loss of the pretonic vowel, developed into kw just as PZ *kp:
(23) Sp caballo ‘horse’ > Z kwey
It is possible, based on the evidence of this loanword, that at the time of contact ZZ still
had a consonant cluster rather than a unitary phoneme in place of kw. Unfortunately,
caballo is the only loan that contains the sequence /kb/, and the possibility that the labial
glide in ZZ reflects the fricative pronunciation of Spanish intervocalic /b/ cannot be ruled
out.
ZZ gw /gw/, which likewise occurs only initially, is also a derived phoneme; in
contrast to kw, however, it cannot be identified with a single source in PZ.8 Although the
support of Spanish loanwords is lacking in the case of gw, structural considerations make
it likely that it, like its current fortis conterpart kw and the fricative jw may not yet have
been phonemic at that stage.
2.7.
ZZ ly //
The straightforward PZ source of ZZ ly is word-initial geminate *ll (24a). (24b) shows
that the normal treatment of word-medial reflexes of *ll is different and coincides with
that of *l (24c):
(24a) *llaka7 ‘leaf’ > ZZ lyag
(24b) *p+ ella ‘fish’ > ZZ bal
(24c) *ty-e:7la ‘night’ > ZZ ral
As shown in (25a-b), ly also results from palatalization of *l in a variety of environments:
(25a) ZZ ly < *l/_e, i, u, as in *lu:7tze7 ‘tongue’ > ZZ lyudx
*lityi ‘house, home’ > ZZ lyidy
(25b) ZZ ly < *l/i, o, u_, as in *xxila7 ‘wing’ > ZZ xily
*ko-lana ‘hare’9 > ZZ ulyan
The treatment of Sp l in similar environments shows that the conditioned palatalization of
*l is a post-contact phenomenon:
(26a) ZZ ly < Sp l/_o, u, as in
8

Sp lomo ‘back of animal’ > ZZ lyum-titx
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(26b) ZZ ly < Sp l/i, e, u_ , as in

Sp Manuel > ZZ wely
Sp mula ‘she-mule’ > ZZ muly
Sp vigilia > ZZ bixily

The treatment of Sp ll in caballo (> ZZ kwey), on the other hand, seems to indicate that at
the time of its borrowing ZZ did not yet have an equivalent sound, which resulted in the
rendering of [] as a palatal glide. This, and the post-contact conditioned palatalization of
Sp l make it possible that in pre-contact ZZ fortis ll had not yet developed into a palatal
sound and still contrasted with the lenis l in length rather than place of articulation.
2.8. ZZ ny //
The straightforward PZ source of ZZ ny is fortis *nn:
(27) *nn > ZZ ny, as in *(xi+) nnä ‘red’ > ZZ nya
ny also resulted from a number of conditioned palatalizations and assimilatory changes
(28a-c):
(28a) ZZ ny < *n/_e, i, as in *nesa ‘road’ > ZZ nyez
*pani ‘wake up’ > ZZ bany
(28b) ZZ ny < *n/i_, as in
*pe+ sina7 ‘mouse’ > ZZ biziny
(28c) ZZ ny < *l/_in, ni, as in *linV7 ‘year’ > ZZ nya’n
*la:7ni ‘belly; inside’ > ZZ nyeny
Since Sp n formed part of this process (see (29a-b)), the conditioned palatalization of n
must have been a post-contact phenomenon. The characteristics of loanwords that show
the palatalization of n (such as the non-lenition of p in panela and the preservation of the
pretonic syllables in panela, tomín and botón) indicate that this process was operative
until fairly recently.
(29a) ZZ ny < Sp n/_e, i, as in
(29b) ZZ ny < Sp n/i, u_, as in

Sp panela ‘sugar loaf’ > ZZ pinyal
Sp ánima ‘spirit’ > ZZ anym
Sp tomín ‘(name of a coin)’ > ZZ timiny
Sp botón ‘button’ > ZZ muntuny

At the same time, the palatalization of n seems to have begun after the first contact with
Spanish: during the period of the earliest borrowings, ZZ did not yet possess a palatal
nasal and substituted Spanish ñ with the palatal glide:
(30) Sp ñ > ZZ y, as in

Sp paño ‘cloth, kerchief, shawl’ > ZZ bay
Sp escaño ‘bench with a back’ > ZZ xkay
Sp compañero ‘companion’ > ZZ kumyer

From the above discussion it follows that at the time of first contact with Spanish ZZ
fortis nn was not yet palatalized and was still opposed to its lenis counterpart by length
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rather than place of articulation. That it differed in length from Sp n is clear from the fact
that the latter was always rendered in ZZ as lenis:
(31) Sp n > ZZ n, as in

Sp semana ‘week’ > ZZ ximan
Sp banco ‘bench’ > ZZ bãw

2.9. ZZ o, o’
o, o’ are rare in the native ZZ vocabulary. They may result from several PZ sources:
(32a) *aw > ZZ o, as in
(32b) *o7 > ZZ o’, as in
(32c) *e7 > ZZ o’, as in

*lawo ‘face, eye’ > lo
*lo7o ‘fence’ > ZZ lo’
*e7 ‘drink’ > ZZ o’

In the sixteenth century, however, o was so alien to the phonemic system of the language
that Sp o was invariably rendered by u or w:
(33)

Sp mozo ‘servant’, chocolate, trigo ‘wheat’ > ZZ muz, txulad, triw

Although the reason for this substitution may be simply the rarity of o in native
vocabulary, it is also possible that o was not yet part of the phonemic system.
3.
Conclusion
The loanword evidence examined in sections 2.1 through 2.9 allows us to reconstruct
different sixteenth-century values for modern ZZ tx, ty, dy, j, jw, ly, and ny. It is also
likely that kw, gw (and o(’)) were not yet phonemic in 16th-c. ZZ. The inventory in (34),
which reflects these adjustments, represents the possible state of the pre-contact ZZ
consonant system.
(34) Pre-contact ZZ consonants

Stops

Labial Alveolar
p
t
b
d

Postalveolar

Palatal
tj
dj
t
d

Affricates
Fricatives
Nasals
Liquids
Glides

m
w

s
z
n, nn
l, ll, r




Velar
k (kw)
g (gw)

y

A comparison of the reconstructed ZZ inventory with that of modern TZ (in (35)) shows
that the two are much more similar to each other than each of them to the modern ZZ
inventory in (2). This points to the relatively conservative character of the TZ consonant
system as compared to that of ZZ, which is of importance for a comparative study of
Papabuco and Zapotec as a whole.
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(35) TZ consonants
Labial Alveolar
p
t
b
d

Stops

Postalveolar

Affricates
Fricatives
Nasals
Liquids
Glides

m

s
z
n
l, r




Palatal
ky
gy
t
d

w

Velar
k, kw
g, gw



y
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Abbreviations
JB
PZ
Sp
TK
TZ
ZZ

Benton (1988)
Proto-Zapotec
Spanish
Kaufman (1994)
Texmelucan Zapotec
Zaniza Zapotec
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